Age-related Changes in the Microstructural Organization of the Femoral Neck Suggest Degradation in Bone Quality Independent of Cortical Thinning and Increased Porosity
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Introduction
Reduced elasticity of the femoral neck (FN) with age is due, in part, to increased porosity and to a lesser extent by a reduction in tissue density [1-4]. Elastic instability of the FN with aging might be more strongly influenced by regional changes in histomorphological characteristics that affect tissue toughness (e.g., regional changes in osteon heterogeneity, collagen cross-linking, and predominant collagen fiber orientation) [5]. If this is the case, then this could represent a therapeutic target for reducing age-related hip fragility that is likely different from the stimuli that naturally increase overall FN diameter with age (which is considered the primary means for curbing age-related increased elastic instability) [6, 7]. The present study advances our previous work [8] that was aimed at determining if there are material changes in the FN cortex that might contribute to elastic instability with aging. We examined age-related changes in collagen fiber orientation (CFO), osteon population density (OPD), and osteon morphotype scores (MTS). Here we evaluate a more comprehensive set of microstructural characteristics, including many that are known to influence the toughness of bone. We hypothesized that with aging the superior FN cortex experiences reduced stress that might eventually become net tension in the elderly (Fig. 1). It is predicted that because tension is comparatively more deleterious than compression this change in load history would evoke strain-mode-related adaptation of the bone material in ways that might not be closely associated with age-related increased porosity or thinning of the cortex.

Discussion
Only OPD and FASB showed a significant Sup/Inf difference in the ≥60 year-old group. The two characteristics that are most sensitive to strain mode (CFO and osteon MTS) showed significant Sup/Inf differences only in the younger bones. We previously [8] concluded that this is most consistent with reduced loading of the femoral neck with age as suggested by Mayhew et al. [1] (like Fig. 1B); this does not support the idea of an age-related change in strain-mode distribution (i.e., not like Fig. 1C). Absence of age-related differences in other potentially strain-mode-sensitive characteristics (e.g., On.Ar and On.Cr) is consistent with this interpretation. These results support the idea that the strain environments of the Sup and Inf cortices become more similar with age; perhaps underloading of the superior FN becomes prevalent with age [1]. Assuming that the Sup/Inf microstructural differences seen in the younger group provide increased FN strength and/or toughness, then retaining these differences with age would be beneficial. Material changes coupled with structural changes (e.g., enlargement of FN diameter [1]) leads to the proposal that enhancing only the subperiosteal bone apposition in the FN would not be sufficient to curb fracture risk.

Results
In younger bones (< 60 years) (see Tables), CFO, osteon MTS, OPD, FASB, and porosity showed a statistically significant Sup vs. Inf (“Sup/Inf”) cortex difference. In the older bones (> 60 years), only the Sup/Inf differences in OPD and FASB remained (final Table shows p values for all Sup vs. Inf comparisons). Although the porosity difference (Sup > Inf) seen in younger bones was no longer significant in older bones, the porosity of these cortices each increased by ~67% (Sup cortex p = 0.06; Inf cortex p = 0.04). The Sup/Inf difference in CT thickness also persisted in the older bones, but unlike data reported in Mayhew et al. [1] the Inf cortex did not thicken significantly with age. But the Sup cortex did thin significantly with age as expected.

Significance
Identifying regional microstructural characteristics helps to advance understanding of the specific characteristics of normal bone matrix organization that degrade with age in the fracture-prone FN and how these material characteristics interact with structural characteristics.
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